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ABSTRACT
About 1% or 2 % of the overall container traffic is run on the Iron Silk Road between Europe and 
China (with a long broad-gauge section Belarus–Russia–Kazakhstan and gantry crane transshipments 
in Brest and Khorgos) because trains are estimated to be faster and more reliable than container ships. 
There may be even a market for high-speed block trains for the most valuable and urgent 10% or 20 
% of these containers being part of just-in-time production or trade chains. These containers are worth 
to be shipped at express timetables and protected in deep well cars from falling neither off ships nor 
off trains. (On 1 January 2019 MSC_Zoe lost 342 containers washed ashore on Dutch and German 
isles of the North Sea [1], and on 2 January 2019 a freight train lost an empty semi-trailer on the Great 
Belt Bridge in Denmark which caused a collision with a passenger train and 8 persons killed [2]).  
In UT conference, Sevilla 2002 [3], I was mistaken believing that there is no limit for mass or speed of 
container trains. A diagram on sustainable maximal speed (Y) versus mass per length (X) shows dis-
tinct sets for passenger trains near the Y axis and freight trains near the X axis and a cut set <3 t/m and 
≤120 km/h. So there are limits for both speed and mass per length, probably because of dynamic stress 
between train mass and infrastructure. In order to quickly develop a high-speed container train, existing 
and proven locomotives and bogies should be made use of and only the deep well car structure is left. 
Together with bogies and container masses, this structure must not exceed the mass-per-length crite-
rion of a high-speed passenger middle car, to make the infrastructure not feel the difference. For easy 
and fast unloading and loading containers by gantry cranes, deep well cars should stay topless and be 
designed exclusively for high-cube 40′ containers. First estimates seem to confirm a compound welded 
copper-steel alloy structure will be tough, long and light enough. A market analysis, a feasibility study 
including air resistance and a specification book are required before prototypes of the car body can be 
designed, calibrated and manufactured for tests and presentations.
Keywords: Iron Silk Road, high-speed container train, deep well cars, mass-per-length vs. speed  
diagram, gantry crane transshipment

1 INTRODUCTION
To find out why some freight trains/vehicles are allowed for 120 km/h (‘ss‘), some only 
for 100 km/h (‘s‘) and others not even, and why passenger trains normally are allowed for 
far more (Breimeier [4]), I checked literature (Table 1 and Fig. 2). Displaying sustainable 
maximal velocity (Y) against mass per length (X), there is a point cloud with clear sets for 
passenger trains along the Y axis, freight trains/vehicles along the X axis, a cut set and a large 
no-go area outside (Fig. 1).

In 2002 UT 8 conference in Sevilla [3], I talked about CargoSprinter/Talion container 
railcars ([5], [6], [7]) which are found in the cut set of Fig. 1, the lighter ones with 120 km/h 
and the heavier ones with 100 km/h. I also proposed a streamlined and strongly motorised  
container train AeroSprinter bearing 2 containers 40′ on the same frame (4 t/m) and hoped 
it would run 230 km/h ([3], p. 695). With these values, AeroSprinter 2002 lands right in the 
no-go area of Fig. 1, sorry! Keeping the cargo load, AeroSprinter 2020 might run 100 km/h. 
But if the heavy-driven middle bogie was cancelled and traction was concentrated to locomo-
tives, load was lightered to one container per frame, cars or the distances between cars would 
become longer; if there were deep well cars with lower centre of gravity and better air flow, 
then AeroSprinter might regain 230 km/h or more.
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Table 1: Data for the trains and vehicles displayed in Figs. 1 and 2.

2 A DIAGRAM SHOWS THERE IS ANOTHER CHANCE FOR HIGH-SPEED 
CONTAINER TRAINS

Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1 show the relation between mass per length of train or vehicle, 
and the allowed maximal speed in every day service, sustainably. Table 1 refers to sources 
Behrends [8], Slezak [9] and Obermayer [10] where I found most of the vehicle and train 
data. Fastest train with 400 km/h is Shinkansen 300-X [11], and heaviest vehicle is 32-axle 
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Schnabel car Uaai 832 [3] carrying a transformer and allowed for 65 km/h only. Within the 
freight train set, there are container cars/trains with 2 high-cube 40′ (HC40′) containers on the 
same frame, articulated double-stack well cars [12] and short-coupled double stack flat cars 
[13]. Along the passenger set, I found the Parcel-IC with 2 swap bodies C782 (the mass of 1 
container 40′, yet 2.50 m wide instead of 8′) on a 20 m car Sgss 703 ([14] and [5] p. 86). In 
its beginning, this train was allowed for 160 km/h.

CargoSprinter [6] and Talion [7] are found in the middle of the diagram within and near the 
cut set. Some of the CargoSprinter/Talion railcars were withdrawn, some are being used as 
rescue trains waiting at both ends of the Gotthard Base Tunnel and others were transformed 
to CargoMovers [15], automated and driverless collectors/distributors over short distances. 
By mere addition and division and like with a kit you may calculate mass, length and mass–
length quotient of a train out of the chosen rolling stock and see what maximal velocity might 
be allowed. With full container load (3.11 t/m), both CargoSprinter with usual 2-axle middle 
cars and Talion with articulated middle car are limited to 100 km/h. But with lightered middle 
cars bearing swap bodies C782 instead of 40′ containers, they were allowed to run 120 km/h 
because of only 2.63 t/m. CargoSprinter–Talion lightered (CST-L) train shipping 40′ contain-
ers on 4-axle middle cars Sggnss [16] (but only one container per car) would also be allowed 
to run 120 km/h because of 2.61 t/m, but with a longer train and gaps between the containers 
causing air resistance.

3 SKETCHING A HIGH-SPEED TRAIN FOR HC40′ CONTAINERS
Not traction or brakes, signalling system or streamlining seem to be the reasons why freight 
trains are so much slower than passenger trains: There seems to be a principal interaction 
between train and infrastructure, probably above the wheel–track problems [17]: lighter 
trains [t/m] are fit for high speed as heavier trains [t/m] at high speed would wreck the 

Figure 1:  Passenger trains, freight trains (or vehicles), maxV as a function of mass per length 
m/l [t/m]. 
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infrastructure, especially dams and bridges. So why not trick out the infrastructure by light-
ering container trains down to mass-per-length indices of passenger trains the infrastructure 
is used to? 

Even some container trains have entered the passenger train territory, but flat cars or flat 
well cars do not seem safe enough for reliable high-speed operation. Containers have to be 
completely hidden in deep well cars, traction, brakes and signalling have to be concentrated 
to locomotives and bogies taken from passenger trains. So only one task is left: the bearing 
structure between container and bogie must be strong and long and deep and light enough to 
simulate a high-speed passenger train to the infrastructure.

3.1 Existing or planned high-speed networks and trains

In Europe, a high-speed network for standard gauge passenger trains has been developed 
connecting the UK via the Channel Tunnel, Scandinavia via the Öresund Bridge and Tunnel 
and Italy via the Gotthard Base Tunnel [4], [18]. For standard gauge passenger trains, there 
is another high-speed network in China. A high-speed line connects Istanbul with Ankara in 
Turkey. A Russian broad gauge high-speed line is driven between St. Petersburg and Moscow 
to be extended to Kazan and beyond. There is a plan to connect the capitals Moscow, Astana 
and Peking in only 30 hours [19].

Figure 2a:  Examples of the passenger train branch of Fig. 2, top-down: Shinkansen 300X: 
400 km/h; Velaro-Sapsan: 360 km/h; TGV-EuroStar: 310 km/h; TGV-Postal: 
270 km/h; ICE-1: 300 km/h; HST/IC-125: 201 km/h; Parcel-IC: 160 km/h.

Figure 2b:  The freight train branch of Fig. 2 (top-down): CargoSprinter/Talion-Long: 120 
km/h; Talion: 100 km/h; Container Train: 120 km/h; AeroSprinter 2020: 100 
km/h; Articulated well cars: 112 km/h; Short-coupled flat cars: 100 km/h; Schna-
bel car Uaai 839 with transformer: 65 km/h. 
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Containers, however, mostly HC40′, are shipped on long slow freight trains between China 
and Duisburg or Rotterdam or even farther westbound or southbound. For containers, there is 
no bogies exchange or wheelsets adjusting to overcome the gauge difference between stand-
ard and broad gauges. On the Iron Silk Road, containers are directly transshipped by normal 
gantry cranes once in Khorgos–Kazakhstan and once in Brest–Belarus.

A high-speed freight train called ICE-G is mentioned in the literature [10], and details are 
given in [5], p. 57. According to [20], there was a scale model of a freight version based on 
TGV-Duplex. The model shows a middle car with open side door giving view on pallets and 
air freight containers to be loaded and unloaded by fork lift. TGV-Postal [10], [20] that made 
to ship mail and parcels was operated many years on the French TGV high-speed network, 
but now out of service. Recently an Italian high-speed freight train called Mercitalia fast 
started operation. A video [21] shows it ships trolleys carrying parcels on modified passenger 
middle cars.

In GB high-speed passenger train HST-125/IC-125 (125 mph = 201 km/h) [10], [22] was 
withdrawn the other day, and in Russia Siemens Velaro Sapsan-250 [23] replaced the former 
high-speed trains Sokol-250 [24] and ER-200 [25] on the Moscow–St. Petersburg line. 
Together with the late TGV-Postal [10, 20], there seems to be a lot of rolling stock available 
to start a high-speed container train. Many problems as traction, braking, signalling system 
and gauge difference are already solved if locomotives, couplers and bogies may be used of 
existing or obsolete trains. To make the track not feel there is a container freight train rolling 
instead of a high-speed passenger train, nothing but a light and long and streamlined structure 
is required tough enough to bear one HC40′ container between the bogies.    

In the literature [26], [27], I found a manufacturer who offers high-speed bogies (Fig. 3) 
and well cars (Fig. 4). So it seems there is enough rolling material, bogies plus a manufac-
turer to create a deep well car body and compose a high-speed train to ship HC40′ containers. 
And in [28], I found 75 pocket wagons for HC40′ containers (Fig. 4, bottom). 

3.2 First design and calculation

In Figs. 4 to 6, I tried do derive an outer form for a deep well car body from an ICE-Exper-
imental middle car, 54 t of which 11.5 t for 2 bogies [10] p. 36. Both the well car structure 

Figure  3:  Disc brake Bogie DRRS 25LD type H, load per wheelset ≤25 t, mass 5 t, maxV = 120 /  
160 / 200 km/h.
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Figure 4:  (Top) UIC well car Sdgnss [27], multipurpose but too short for 40′, too wide for 
UK profile, and not streamlined, (bottom) UK loading gauge pocket wagon made 
for HC40′ [28].

Figure 5:  ICE middle car (top) and derived streamlined, narrow and low profile well cars 
AeroSprinter-A, AeroSprinter-BC and AeroSprinter-Long for one HC40′ container 
and high-speed operation, also in GB (bottom).
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mass of 11 t and the container mass 31 t totalling to 42 t, charge the framework main structure 
of the well car. This in turn helps to get an estimate of the steel profiles’ areas and masses. 
Load case I divides 42 t into 7×6 t, II in 2×21 t, and both III and IV keep the whole 42 t con-
centrated, III in the centre and IV in the left most point of the structure.

The structure is made of a hollow profile skeleton inside and a sheet skin outside, all of 
copper-steel alloy S355J2, the former St 52 Cu, and welded. They were roughly calibrated, 
volumes and masses were calculated, and the result seems to confirm the structure will be 
both tough and light enough for shipping HC40′ containers by high-speed trains. 

4 DERIVING SOME POINTS FOR A SPECIFICATION BOOK
I am concerned if my assumptions on forces and masses will be confirmed by vehicle manu-
facturers because I did not yet consider dynamic stress, which surely has to be taken into 
account with the high velocities intended. The top chords may be under risk of kinking 
because of compressive stress, but the well cars that ship containers in the UK and USA give 
me some confidence. The bending moment resulting from 42 t between the bogies (distance 
19 m in ICE) is transferred to tension in the lower and compressive stress in the top chords 
according to the height distance between them. In my projected deep well car, this distance 
and moment of resistance will have about the double amounts compared with the ones in the 
UK and USA and so the pressure stress in deep well cars may be only about one half of the 
one in the flat well cars operating nowadays, but also velocities are different, 80 or 100 or 
120 km/h compared with 240 or even 360 km/h. Dynamic simulation [29] should tell if my 
concerns are justified.  

4.1 Safety aspects

Figure 1 shows that container trains must not run faster than 160 km/h (100 mph) even with 
mass–per–length quotients less than 3 t/m, probably because with higher velocities twist-
locks are estimated not to be safe enough to keep containers on the train.

For the safety aspects, containers have to be completely hidden in deep well cars.

Figure 6:  Detail of Fig. 5, showing there is only a 40-mm gap between container bottom and 
well car top. 
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Freight cars do not require heavy and expensive comfort equipment like seats, toilets, air 
condition, gangway connections or Pendolino systems.

Bogies, couplers, brakes and traction have to be taken from passenger high-speed trains. 
To be allowed to operate on the same track and in the same schedule, container high-speed 
trains must not exceed the mass-per-length quotient of passenger high-speed trains, thus the 
infrastructure will not feel any difference.

Container well cars (together with only one container) must feature about the same mass-
per-length quotient as high-speed passenger cars.

4.2 Technical aspects

The reason why only 1% or 2 %, the most important and valuable part of the freight between 
China and the EU is carried by train and not by ship is that rail transport is supposed to be 
much safer and far more reliable than sea transport, and faster. Twist-locks are made for 
transshipment and slow trains but not safe enough for high-speed transportation.

Figure 7:  Loading gauge UIC ([30/8.1/1
1
] ‚International‘): Flat car [16] (upper left); Well 

car [27] (lower left). Loading gauge UIC-UK ([30/8.8/1
8
] ‚Great Britain‘):                                                                                                      

Pocket wagon [28] (upper right); deep well car of Fig. 5 (lower right).
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Car bodies have to close containers up to the top but stay topless for gantry crane transship-
ment. To enable easy and quick loading, transshipment (at gauge or other system borders) 
and unloading with gantry cranes and to keep car body structure light and simple without 
sliding roofs, e.g. deep well cars were chosen, which means topless without anything above 
the container load.

High-cube containers seem to become more and more popular to be observed with contain-
ers shipped by train between China and Duisburg or Rotterdam on Iron Silk Road. HC40′ 
containers should be chosen as exclusive cargo for high-speed container trains to keep them 
uniform.

F
w
=c

w
×A×ρ/2×v² 

F
w
[N] flow resistance force; c

w
[4] flow resistance coefficient; A [m²]  profile area; v [m/s] 

flow velocity; ρ [N/m³] density of air.
The above formula [3, p. 696] shows that flow resistance force of a vehicle depends directly 

of its profile area A, and there is no smaller loading gauge than UIC-UK [30/8.8], the one for 
British Railways. This is shown in Fig. 7, where profile areas of HC containers on flat cars 
(left) are compared with HC containers in well cars and pocket wagons (right). So HC40‘ 
well cars for high-speed container trains should obey to loading gauge UIC-UK.

Standard UIC-UK leaves only little room between container width and inner measures of 
deep well car bodies (Figs. 6 and 7), which is good for air resistance but may cause problems 
for gantry crane transshipment. Gantry crane operators should be offered some robotics or AI 
or at least video assistance.    

5 DERIVING A HIGH-SPEED TRAIN FOR HC40′ CONTAINERS
One idea to make the trains light and fast is to compose 2 and 2 of the Niesky bogies [26]
to Jacobs type 4-axle bogies similar to the 2-axle ones connecting the middle cars (called 
‘remorques’) of the TGV-Eurostar family. Jacobs bogies proved high stability when on 21 
December 1993 TGV 001 derailed near Amiens with 300 km/h and without any seriously 
injured passengers ([10] p. 107). Disadvantage of Jacobs bogies, usually 1, 2 or 3 axles, is 
that trains cannot be separated but in workshops, not so 4-axle Jacobs bogies. They support 
the adjacent car bodies by two axles each safely and may be easily separated at every train 
stop. Heavy and expensive couplers between middle cars are not required. Separable 4-axle 
Jacobs bogies may even be motorised to enable 10-car high-speed trains Shinkansen style 
with all axles driven, Velaro style with 8 axles and at least TGV/Eurostar style with 6 axles 
driven as shown in Fig. 8. They may also be expanded to sort of connecting flat cars or long 
couplers as with AeroSprinter-Long in Fig. 8 (top).

Figure 8:  (Top-down): AeroSprinter-Railcar: 350 km/h; AeroSprinter-Long: 310 km/h; 
AeroSprinter-BC: 270 km/h; AeroSprinter-A: 230 km/h;  PocketWagons+: 
201 km/h.
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There is hope to speed up 75 pocket wagons for HC40′ containers run in GB [28] by disk 
brake bogies, spoilers, distancers or 4-axle Jacobs bogies. But first of all we have to develop 
the deep well car body: safe, light and long and streamlined.

6 CONCLUSIONS
High-speed passenger trains are operating in many parts of the Eurasian Double Continent 
and its isles. There are, were and have been also high-speed trains for mail, parcels and lug-
gage. In the literature [5] and [20], there is even a study model of a high-speed train for pallets 
and air freight containers derived from TGV-Duplex.

However freight trains carrying HC40′ containers on flat cars or in well cars seem to be 
limited to not more than 160 km/h, probably because of too high masses concentrated on 
train length [t/m] stressing the infrastructure. To make high-speed container transportation 
happen soon this paper suggests to use bogies, traction, brakes and signalling of existing 
passenger trains and to focus development on deep well car bodies. Of course, there are con-
straints and specifications to be observed, e.g.:

•	 Train masses have to be distributed along train length to <3 t/m.

•	 To prevent accidents by containers falling from the train at high-speed, they must be hid-
den in deep well cars.  

•	 To keep air resistance low, only one container type and one container length must be 
shipped by high-speed Trains, exclusively HC40′ containers.

•	 For low air resistance and Eurasia-wide operation deep well cars should follow the smallest 
loading gauge ever: UIC-UK.

•	 Gantry crane operators loading, transshipping and unloading containers should be assisted 
at least by video cameras as containers will fill up the volume of deep well cars almost 
completely.

•	 After discussion on this paper (theme: high-speed trains on standard gauge and broad-
gauge networks for HC40′ containers in Eurasia), three studies should be started:

° A market analysis,

° A feasibility study including air resistance studies,

° A specifications book for well car body design, development and manufacturing.

Next, prototypes of the car body should be designed, calibrated, dynamically simulated and 
manufactured for tests and presentations.
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